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foscio, was attended by representatives of the Syndical Union
(pro-Corridoni), the fascia di combatiimento, the Socialist
Union (reformist), the Association of Arditi, the Union of
Demobilised Soldiers, the National Association of Ex-service-
men, Corridoni's Revolutionary Society, the Republican
Youth Society, the National Association of War Volunteers,
the Federation of Garibaldists, thefascio of Social Education,
and the Italian Labour Union. This miscellany was a fair
reflection of the circle in which fascism gained its first
recruits ; left-wing interventionists, reformist and anarcho-
syndicalist, and ex-servicemen, democratic and Wilsonian,
formed the majority, but they rubbed shoulders with
nationalists, reactionaries, and even ordinary strike-breakers,
Mussolini proposed the formation of a permanent com-
mittee to resist the socialist monopoly. c It must be made
clear that these gentlemen cannot start the revolution against
us. They might manage without us if they had the necessary
organization and resolution, but they lack both. If they
want to turn the results of the economic collapse into
reprisals against us, we will give them something to think
about that will make them bitterly regret it,'
The violence of this language shows a certain lack of
balance ; Mussolini's attitude was dictated by a defence
reflex. The disturbances against the high cost of living had
not ceased, and the atmosphere was charged with revolution.
Mussolini and the other delegates decided that * if this food
crisis were to become a political movement' they would
attempt to c divert it into the revolutionary and progressive
direction9 followed by the associations present at the
meeting.
Mussolini even hoped to bring about an alliance between
the one-time interventionists and the conservatives to drive
the socialists out of the Milan Corporation at the forth-
coming elections. Electoral reform was in. force, and
proportional representation would favour the advance of
socialists and Popolari, while the small intermediate parties
risked extinction. He proposed therefore a c left con-
centration ', which should ally itself with the right-wing
interventionists (nationalist, liberals, and democrats)- But
the fascist movement was still so chaotic and circumstances

